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ABSTRACT
Thegeometrical structure andphotoexcitationproperties of Zn27−nCdnO27C42 complexes are inves-
tigated by density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT calculations at the PBE0/6-
31G∗/SDD level of theory. The cohesive energy and frequency analysis indicate that the hybridmate-
rials are energetically stable. In presence of Cd substituting atoms, the energy gap of the ZnO nan-
odots surroundedby carbonmoiety is shown todecrease, as compared toCd-free complex. In-depth
excited state analysis including charge density difference (CDD) mapping and absorption spectrum
decomposition is performed to reveal the nature of the dominant excited states and to comprehend
the Cd-to-Zn substitution effect on the photoexcitation properties of Zn27−nCdnO27C42. A principal
possibility to enhance the intramolecular charge transfer through incorporation of certain number
of Cd atoms into the ZnO nanodots is shown. Such Cd-induced modifications in optical properties
of semi-spherical Zn27−nCdnO27C42 complexes could potentially enable use of this hybrid material
in optoelectronic and photocatalytic applications.
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1. Introduction

Recently, a theoretical model of novel broadband meta-
material absorber fromultraviolet to near infra-red based
on a winning combination of zinc oxide and graphene
nanodots has been proposed [1]. Interest was focused
on the stability and photoexcitation properties of hybrid
materials. Dramatic enhancement of Raman scattering,
and a strong light absorption were found for (ZnO)27C42
molecule, with the dominating doubly degenerate excited
state lying at 635 nm. The charge density difference
(CDD) analysis showed the electron–hole coherence
localised at C42 carbon moiety, so such this state was
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characterised to be local excitation (LE). In contrast,
the high-energy absorption band at 366 nm is mainly
related to charge transfer (CT) excited state, imply-
ing the obvious electron transfer from the C42 moi-
ety to the (ZnO)27 fragment. Since intramolecular CT
excited states play an important role in the operation
of numerous devices like photocatalysers [2–4], solar
cells [5–7], and light-emitting diodes [8–10], their ratio-
nal manipulation in (ZnO)27C42 is critical to improving
the material performance, especially towards more effi-
cient photoinduced charge separation. Intuitively, this
can be achieved through adjusting the energy between
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the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Indeed,
as was demonstrated in the case of conjugated polymers
[11], there is a direct causality between HOMO-LUMO
energy gap and the intramolecular charge transfer: the
narrower the gap, the greater the charge transfer.

The question arises how to reduce the HOMO-LUMO
gap of (ZnO)27C42 while retaining its beneficial struc-
tural and optical properties. A possible solution is an
isovalent substitution of Cd for host Zn atoms. This
approach has been broadly used to form Zn1−xCdxO
ternary alloys [12–14] possessing narrower band gaps
compared toZnO. Because of the resemblance of the elec-
tron affinity and electronegativity of Cd (∼0 and 1.69,
respectively)with those of Zn (∼0 and 1.65, respectively)
[15,16] no significant Cd-induced perturbation (at least
at low Cd content) of structural properties of ZnO phase
is anticipated, except the small lattice volume expansion
driven by the difference in the ionic radius [17]. Con-
comitantly, electronic band structure of ZnO undergoes
substantial changes after Cd-to-Zn substitution, mani-
fested as a bang gap shrinkage at the � point of the first
Brillouin zone [18]. The mechanism behind this band-
gap narrowing is still questionable and can be associated
to several different factors [19] including (i) an upward
shift of the valence band maxima (VBM) due to p-d
repulsion arising from the hybridisation of O 2p state and
d states of Zn and Cd [20,21], (ii) a downward shift of
conduction band maximum (CBM) resulting from the
contribution of 5s states of Cd [22] and (iii) Cd-induced
tensile strain of ZnO matrix [23].

Back to (ZnO)27C42 molecule and bearing in mind
the above, one could expect that the energies of its fron-
tier orbitals will be sensitive to the Cd incorporation.
Thus, Zn27−nCdnO27C42 hybrid materials are of sig-
nificant interest because Cd presence in the matrix of
fullerene hemisphere-like nanodotsmay play a key deter-
mining role in intramolecular charge redistribution upon
photoexcitation.

The purpose of the present paper is to explore the
structural and optical properties of Zn27−nCdnO27C42
(n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7) hybrid material, with special focus
on achieving an understanding of the nature of dominant
excited states. Unravelling how Cd substituting atoms
affect the photoexcitation properties of (ZnO)27C42 will
enablemore sophisticated design of hybridmaterialswith
enhanced intramolecular charge transfer.

2. Methods

The density functional theory (DFT) and time-depen
dent density functional theory (TD-DFT) calculations
reported in this paper were done with Gaussian 16

Rev. C.01 program package [24] under vacuum con-
ditions. (ZnO)27C42 molecule passivated with hydro-
gen atoms was used a basic model for construction of
Zn27−nCdnO27C42 hybrid materials with different num-
ber of Cd substituting atoms (n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7, respec-
tively). It is important to note that the basis (ZnO)27C42
molecule is expected to remain relatively stable at room
temperature (Figure S1), which hints at the possibility
of its experimental design. Due to chemical similarity
between Zn and Cd [25,26], it is not expected that Cd-to-
Zn substitutional will have significant effect on the struc-
tural stability of Zn27−nCdnO27C42 hybrid molecule.
Thus, the results of molecular dynamics calculations for
(ZnO)27C42 molecule can be extrapolated to the Cd-
containing complexes. During geometrical optimisation,
all atoms were allowed to relax (without any geometrical
constraints). SCF (self-consistent field) convergence cri-
terion was set to be 10−8. The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE0) hybrid exchange-correlation functional that uses
25% exact exchange and 75% DFT exchange was
employed in this work [27]. The use of PBE0 func-
tional for investigation of ZnO-based systems is jus-
tified by its success at predicting bandgap energy of
pure ZnO [28–31] Furthermore, since PBE0 also pro-
vides an adequate treatment of the electronic proper-
ties of graphene derivatives [32–37] hybrid exchange-
correlation functional is believed to be a compromise
choice for the investigation of the photoexcitation prop-
erties of Zn27−nCdnO27C42 system comprising both
metal oxide and carbon moiety. 6-31G∗ basis set [38]
has been applied for the carbon, oxygen, and hydro-
gen atoms, while the SDD basis set developed by the
Stuttgart-Dresden-Bonn group [39] has been chosen for
zinc and cadmium atoms, respectively. Additional fre-
quency calculations for the optimised structures were
performed to ensure the absence of the imaginary fre-
quencies and to confirm finding the true energy minima.
The cohesive energy per atom for Zn27−nCdnO27C42 sys-
temwas also used as indicative of structural stability [40]:

Ecoh =

EZn27−nCdnO27C42 −
(∑

i EC + ∑
j EH + ∑

k EZn
+∑

l EO + ∑
m ECd

)

nC + nH + nZn + nO + nCd
(1)

where EZn27−nCdnO27C42 is the total energy of the opti-
mised Zn27−nCdnO27C42 structure, EC,H,Zn,O is the
energy of isolated carbon, hydrogen, zinc, oxygen, and
cadmium atoms, respectively. i, j, k, l and m indices
imply the summation over all C, H, Zn, O and Cd
atoms, respectively. nC,H,Zn,O,Cd is the number of corre-
sponding atoms in Zn27−nCdnO27C42 system. To shed
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more light on issues concerning the stability of the
Zn27−nCdnO27C42, the counterpoise correction method
[41] was further exploited to estimate the complexation
energy of Zn27−nCdnO27C42 complexes. Two molecular
fragments were selected: Zn27−nCdnO27 andC42, respec-
tively. The complexation energywas calculated as follows:

ECE = ECPtot − ESFtot (2)

where ECPtot is the counterpoise corrected energy of
molecule, ESFtot is the sum of energies corresponding to
molecular fragments of Zn27−nCdnO27C42.

Photoexcitation properties of the Zn27−nCdnO27C42
system were investigated by means of TD-DFT calcula-
tion at the same level of DFT (PBE0/6-31G∗/SDD). The
absorption spectra, composed of the lowest 100 excited
states, were simulated. UV/Visible plots were generated
by GaussView program based on excitation energies and
oscillator strength for each excited state [42]. The peaks
have a Gaussian band shape. The detailed nature of the
excited states was further scrutinised by using Multi-
wfn program [43]. Visualisation of both structural and
volumetric data was provided by the VESTA program
[44].

3. Results and discussion

The optimised structures of Zn27−nCdnO27C42 system
with different n values are represented in Figure 1(a–f)
and Figure S2 (Supplemental material). It is clearly seen

that the hybrid system preserves its semi-spherical shape,
regardless of the number of substituting Cd atoms. Fur-
thermore, Zn27−nCdnO27C42 becomesmore curvedwith
increasing Cd content (Table 1). While for all consid-
ered structures Zn-O and C-C bonds remain intact, a
slight alteration of C-O andC-Zn bond lengths occurs for
Zn20Cd7O27C42 structure. The complex with 7 Cd atoms
includes C-Cd bonds, which are absent for the complexes
with smaller Cd content. One can also conclude that Cd-
O and Cd-C bonds are significantly longer than Zn-O
and Zn-C counterparts. The appearance of the elongated
C-Cd bonds affects the chemical environment of car-
bon and oxygen atoms. This is a main reason why the
accommodation of Cd atoms in the molecular structure
of the hybrid complex is attained through the expansion
of Zn27−nCdnO27C42 matrix that eventually manifests as
curving of the structure. Table 1 also summarises cohe-
sive energies of Zn27−nCdnO27C42. Since Ecoh values of
all considered complexes are negative, this entails that
there is strong chemical bonding between constituents,
indicating the formation of stable structures. This is in
line with the results of counterpoise-corrected calcu-
lations (Figure S3, Supplementary material), according
to which the complexation energy of Zn27−nCdnO27 –
C42 molecular complex was largely negative (suggesting
favourable complexation) and decreased from −1826.54
kcal/mole at n = 0 to−1809.09 kcal/mole at n = 7. Also,
it can be deduced from Table 1 and Figure S3 (Sup-
plementary material) that the Cd-rich complexes are

Figure 1. (Top view) Optimised structures of the Zn27−nCdnO27C42: (a) n = 0, (b) n = 1, (c) n = 2, (d) n = 3, (e) n = 4 and (f ) n = 7,
respectively. Brown, whitish, grey, violet, and red balls correspond to carbon, hydrogen, zinc, cadmium, and oxygen atoms, respectively.
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Table 1. Cohesive energies, structural parameters, and energy gap values of Zn27−nCdnO27C42 hybrid structures.

Number of Cd
atoms, n

Cohesive
energy, eV

Mean Zn-O [Cd-O]
bond length, Å

Mean C-C bond
length, Å

Mean C-O bond
length, Å

Mean C-Zn [C-Cd]
bond length, Å

Curvature
parameter, Å

Energy
gap, eV

0 −5.8035 1.9039 1.4091 1.3710 1.9396 3.7695 [6.8327] 1.2436
1 −5.7920 1.9050 [2.1059] 1.4090 1.3709 1.9398 3.8223 [6.9010] 1.1589
2 −5.7805 1.9063 [2.1046] 1.4089 1.3709 1.9400 3.7925 [6.9313] 1.1151
3 −5.7693 1.9072 [2.1047] 1.4088 1.3709 1.9399 4.1047 [7.2986] 0.9851
4 −5.7578 1.9084 [2.1035] 1.4088 1.3709 1.9397 4.1366 [7.3097] 0.8895
7 −5.7257 1.9044 [2.1344] 1.4092 1.3673 1.9514 [2.1032] 4.0682 [7.3108] 0.9644

The main curvature parameter is determined as the difference between the mean z-coordinate and the absolute highest z-coordinate in the Zn27−nCdnO27C42.
The difference between minimum and maximum z-coordinates is given in square brackets as an additional curvature parameter.

less stable than the (ZnO)27C42 complex. In accordance
with the results of above analysis, the frequency analysis
showed that there are no imaginary frequencies, indi-
cating that optimised geometries of Zn27−nCdnO27C42
correspond to stationary points (global energy minima).

Table 1 also includes the HOMO-LUMO energy gap
values of Zn27−nCdnO27C42. It is obvious that with
increasing Cd content the HOMO-LUMO energy gap
tends to become smaller, reaching the minimum value
of ∼0.89 eV at n = 4. The energy gap narrowing is
mostly influenced by the downward shift of LUMO level,
whereas the HOMO level is less susceptible to the Cd
incorporation (Figure S4, Supplemental material). To
account for that discrepancy, the orbital compositional
analysis was performed to estimate the percent contri-
bution from each constituent part of the molecule (C,
H, Zn, O and Cd atoms) to the six low-lying occupied
and unoccupied molecular orbitals. From Table S1 (Sup-
plemental material), it is seen that, independently on the
Cd content, the contribution of carbon atoms to HOMO
is the largest and is estimated to be approximately 93%.
In fact, the orbital composition of the three lowest occu-
pied orbitals is the same for all Cd-containing complexes.
Due to this reason, the energy of HOMO level remains
intact upon Cd-to-Zn substitution. On the other hand,
a negligible small contribution of carbon to LUMO and
other unoccupied orbitals is observed. LUMO of Cd-
free (ZnO)27C42 complex is mainly occupied by Zn s
electrons. With increasing the Cd content, the Cd con-
tribution to this level increases from 22% at n = 1–53%
at n = 7. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the L+ 1
and L+ 2 orbitals revealed a similar trend. This obvi-
ous orbital hybridisation gives rise to a downward shift
of LUMO, thereby reducing the HOMO-LUMO gap.

The theoretical Raman spectra of Zn27−nCdnO27C42
complexes are shown in Figure 2(a). Peak positions and
their assignments are summarised in Tables S2–S7 (Sup-
plemental material). The first observation is that the
fingerprint Raman features of Cd-containing complexes
resemble those of (ZnO)27C42 complex. The spectra are
dominated by three vibrational modes: ν265, ν298 and
ν271 (hereinafter referred to as RM1, RM2 and RM3,

respectively). All threemodes are related to the vibrations
within carbon moiety. More specifically, they are due to
C-H bending vibrations, with smaller contribution from
C-C stretching vibrations as in the case of ν265 mode in
Cd-poor complexes. It is worth noting that Cd-induced
changes in the chemical bonds are reflected in the shift
of the selected modes and the change of corresponding
Raman scattering activities (Figure 2(b)). Particularly, it
is clearly seen that two most intensive Raman modes,
namely RM1 and RM2, demonstrate similar behaviour:
the bands peaked at 1119.90 and 1384.62 cm−1 for Cd-
free complex are first red-shifted by 2.4 and 1.1 cm−1

for the system with n = 1 and then shifted upward for
the complexes with larger n values. Compared to oth-
ers, Zn26Cd1O27C42 complex is characterised by the
largest Raman scattering activities of both RM1 and
RM2 vibrational modes. While a clear attenuation of
these Ramanmodes is observed with Cd content increas-
ing. In contrast, RM3 mode is enhanced in the ampli-
tude and demonstrates downward shift for the Cd-rich
Zn20Cd7O27C42 complex. This vibrational mode can be
mainly influenced by the asynchronous motion of edge
carbon atoms bonded to Zn and Cd atoms. It can be
assumed that the relatively small shift of the Raman
modes can be explained by changes in the chemical
environment of carbon atoms due to the appearance of
elongated Cd-O bonds.

The absorption spectra of Zn27−nCdnO27C42 com-
plexes are given in Figure 3. For the sake of convenience,
two different spectral regions are demonstrated sepa-
rately: 275-450 nm (Figure 3(a)) and 450-700 nm (Figure
3(b)), respectively. Themost intensive spectral features in
the low-energy side (Figure 3(b)) appearing at about 635
nmhave similar shapes for all structures, but this band for
Cd-free complex is somewhat higher in the intensity than
those of Cd-containing ones. Furthermore, a gradual
decrease in the intensity is observed when moving from
n = 1 to n = 7. It is interesting to note that the spec-
trumof (ZnO)27C42 ismainly dominated by three doubly
degenerate excited states: S10,11, S23,24 and S27,28, respec-
tively. Cd-to-Zn substitution breaks the degeneracy as
shown in Table 2, causing the transition from two-fold
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Figure 2. (a) Raman spectra of the Zn27−nCdnO27C42. (b) Dependences of the frequencies of three selected Raman modes (RM1, RM2
and RM3) on number of Cd atoms colour-coded by RSA (Raman scattering activity) values.

Figure 3. (Zoomed views) Absorption spectra of the Zn27−nCdnO27C42 complexes within different spectral ranges: (a) 275–450 nm and
(b) 450–700 nm, respectively.

degenerate excited states to non-degenerate excites states
of different oscillator strengths. Table S8 (Supplemental
material) also summarises the properties of remaining
excited states with oscillator strengths exceeding 0.1. The
most interesting fact related to these absorption spectra
is the observation of a diminution of the weak spectral
feature (Figure 3(b)) at ∼366 nm on the higher-energy
side of the main absorption band in Cd-containing com-
plexes with n = 1 and n = 2, which continues until the
high-energy shoulder completely disappears at n ≥ 3.
Bearing in mind that this absorption band is mainly
contributed by CT excited states and the fact that Cd

incorporation reduces the HOMO-LUMO gap, it is rea-
sonable to assume that the disappearance of this band
is correlated with energy shift of the frontier molecular
orbitals. This entails the change of the corresponding CT
excited state energies.

To elucidate the nature of excited states in Zn27−n
CdnO27C42 complexes, the charge density difference
(CDD) for selected excited states were then computed
(Figure 4). It should be mentioned that the yellow-
coloured and cyan-coloured CDD regions represent an
increase and decrease in the electron density due to the
excitation, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 4(a)
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Table 2. Properties of dominant excited states in Zn27−nCdnO27C42 hybrid systems.

Number of Cd
atoms, n Excited state Wavelength, nm

Oscillator
strength, f D, Å Sr t, Å Type Major contribution

0 S10,11 635.52 1.55 0.24 0.89 -5.25 LE H-1-> L+4 (46%), HOMO-> L+3 (46%) [H-1-> L+3 (46%), HOMO-> L+4
(46%)]

S23,24 496.79 0.51 1.06 0.88 -4.41 LE-CT H-2-> L+4 (15%), H-1-> L+9 (11%), HOMO-> L+8 (40%), HOMO-
> L+9 (19%) [H-2-> L+3 (15%), H-1-> L+8 (40%), H-1-> L+9 (19%),
HOMO-> L+9 (11%)]

S27,28 466.6 0.27 1.33 0.86 -3.63 LE-CT H-3-> L+3 (19%), H-3-> L+4 (10%), H-1-> L+8 (12%), HOMO-> L+9 (32%)
[H-3-> L+3 (10%), H-3-> L+4 (19%), H-1-> L+9 (32%), HOMO-> L+8
(12%)]

1 S11 638.731 1.33 0.62 0.85 -1.25 LE H-1-> L+3 (39%), HOMO-> L+4 (41%)
S12 638.074 1.45 0.32 0.88 -3.29 LE H-1-> L+4 (46%), HOMO-> L+3 (39%)
S24 498.368 0.48 1.18 0.87 -3.97 LE-CT H-2-> L+4 (16%), H-1-> L+9 (28%), HOMO-> L+8 (36%)

2 S13 636.17 1.42 0.29 0.88 -2.63 LE H-1-> L+3 (42%), HOMO-> L+4 (43%)
S14 634.44 1.47 0.41 0.88 -4.44 LE H-1-> L+4 (46%), HOMO-> L+3 (39%)
S26 497.88 0.44 1.16 0.85 -3.52 LE-CT H-2-> L+3 (12%), H-1-> L+8 (46%), HOMO-> L+9 (25%)

3 S13 640.64 0.64 2.71 0.65 -0.57 LE-CT H-2-> L+1 (22%), H-1-> L+3 (15%), H-1-> L+5 (26%), HOMO-> L+4
(14%)

S14 635.98 1.45 0.27 0.88 -3.44 LE H-1-> L+3 (24%), H-1-> L+4 (24%), HOMO-> L+3 (20%), HOMO-> L+4
(26%)

S15 634.15 0.92 2.28 0.74 -1.78 LE-CT H-1-> L+4 (20%), H-1-> L+5 (31%), HOMO-> L+3 (16%)
4 S15 637.35 1.44 0.37 0.88 -4.32 LE H-1-> L+3 (30%), H-1-> L+4 (17%), HOMO-> L+3 (15%), HOMO-> L+4

(31%)
S16 636.40 1.49 0.13 0.89 -3.82 LE H-1-> L+3 (16%), H-1-> L+4 (34%), HOMO-> L+3 (30%), HOMO-> L+4

(17%)
S28 499.47 0.45 1.21 0.86 -4.01 LE-CT H-1-> L+8 (20%), HOMO-> L+8 (29%), HOMO-> L+9 (24%)

7 S14 635.84 1.04 1.32 0.81 -2.93 LE-CT H-1-> L+4 (42%), HOMO-> L+3 (32%), HOMO-> L+6 (11%)
S15 635.29 0.66 2.20 0.66 0.09 CT H-2-> L+1 (14%), H-1-> L+3 (22%), H-1-> L+5 (22%), HOMO-> L+4

(24%), HOMO-> L+6 (11%)
S17 627.22 0.60 2.83 0.61 -0.58 LE-CT H-1-> L+3 (14%), HOMO-> L+4 (13%), HOMO-> L+6 (44%)

For doubly degenerate excite states, the properties of second state adjacent to first state are included in square brackets.
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Figure 4. CDD for selected excited states (with the largest oscillator strength) in Zn27−nCdnO27C42 hybrid system: (a) n = 1, (b) n = 2,
(c) n = 3, (d) n = 4 and (e) n = 7, respectively. Herein, yellow denotes positive charge distribution and cyan means negative charge
distribution. CDDwas calculated as a difference between the corresponding excited state and the ground state of the considered system
(ρexcited − ρground). Isosurface level is set to be 0.0003.

at n = 1 CDDof the excited state of S11 and S12 is yellow-
cyan andmainly located at the carbonmoiety, suggesting
that these states are locally excited. On the other hand,
for CDD of S24 state there is an asymmetry in elec-
tron density distribution within carbon moiety, which
is an indicative of intra-moiety charge transfer. Thus,
this state can be classified as a mixed LE-CT state. The
same picture was observed for dominating excited states
of Zn25Cd2O27C42 system (Figure 4(b)). More insights
into the nature of the excited states can be revealed
from the analysis of the selected descriptors of electron
excitation type [45–47] like electron–hole wave-function
overlap integral (Sr), the distance between centroids of
holes and electrons (D) and the degree of separation of
holes and electrons (t). These parameters are listed in
Table 2. The D parameter for two dominating states in
Zn26Cd1O27C42 and Zn25Cd2O27C42 complexes is quite
small, while these states are characterised by a large over-
lap integral and negative t parameter. It suggests that no
obvious charge transfer occurs, and LE character domi-
nates in these states. In turn, S24 and S26 states for both
structures exhibit increased D values (1.18 and 1.16 Å,

respectively). These results are consistent with the results
of CDD analysis.

The CDD of S13 and S15 states demonstrated Figure
4(c) for Zn24Cd3O27C42 shows an obvious charge trans-
fer from carbon moiety to the ZnCdO part. Particularly,
it is seen that the electrons are mainly accepted by the
cadmium atoms and partly accepted by oxygen atoms. In
this case, the decrease of electron density (cyan-coloured
region) is clearly observed at the carbon moiety. Because
D parameters for these states are relatively large (2.71 and
2.28 Å) one can say that intra-molecular charge trans-
fer for n = 3 becomes more pronounced compared to
that for complexes with n = 1 and n = 2. However, since
the t parameter is negative for both states, they cannot
be referred to as pure CT states. The S14 state is locally
excited.

It is worth mentioning that the incorporation of four
Cd atoms in the host molecule makes the molecule more
symmetric and hence amore homogeneous charge redis-
tribution is expected. Due to this reason, no decrease of
the electron density at both cadmium and oxygen atoms
is observed for dominating S15, S16 and S28 states (Figure
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4(d)). In contrast, with increasing the amount of Cd
atoms from n = 4 to n = 7, one can observe a significant
increase of the electron density on the oxygen and cad-
mium atoms and the formation of the charge depletion
region within the carbon moiety (Figure 4(e)). Further-
more, S15 state is characterised by the large D value,
positive t value, and the reduced overlap integral, which
speaks in favour of an increase of the intra-molecular
charge transfer. It is evident that the direction of electron
transfer is from the carbon part to the ZnCdO central
fragment.

To get a more complete picture of the photoexcita-
tion properties of Zn27−nCdnO27C42, the charge-transfer
spectra (CTS) [48] were plotted and analysed. To bemore
specific, CTS concept involves a deconvolution of the
absorption spectrum into different components corre-
sponding to intrafragment charge redistribution (ICR)
and interfragment charge transfer (ICT). In fact, this
approach enables to assess the contribution of charge-
transfer excited states to the total absorption spectrum
of the complex. The resulting charge-transfer spectra are
demonstrated in Figure 5.

The analysis of CTS evolution shows that the dom-
inant feature of the absorption spectra of hybrid com-
plexes with n ranging from 0 up to 4 is caused by
the electron transitions within the C42 moiety. How-
ever, an equitable contribution from the ICR and ICT
components to the CTS is observed at n = 7, addition-
ally highlighting a significant role of the substituting
Cd atoms in the charge-transfer processes due to the

photoexcitation. Notably, in all cases, a prevailing ICT
component is attributed to the charge transfer from C42
to ZnO fragment. Although the component that is asso-
ciated with the charge transfer from carbonmoiety to the
cadmium atoms can be also distinguished. Furthermore,
an increase of the contribution from this component to
the total spectrum is observed when reaching the n value
of 7. A final observation is that the structures where ZnO
nanodots doped with odd number of Cd atoms exhibit
stronger ICT components than those with even number
of Cd atoms. This points to the principal possibility to
tune the intramolecular CT excited states not throughCd
content control alone, but by implementing parity-odd
effects.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the structural and optical properties of
novel-type Zn27−nCdnO27C42 complexes were studied
by first principles calculations with PBE0 functional.
The stability of the hybrid complexes was confirmed
by estimating the cohesive energy and performing the
frequency analysis. Cd-to-Zn substitution was found to
decrease the HOMO-LUMO energy gap, mainly due
to the shift of the LUMO level. A Cd-induced switch
between local excited states and charge transfer states
in ZnO nanodots surrounded by carbon moiety was
revealed and ascribed to the appearance of the effective
interfragment charge transfer from the carbon moiety

Figure 5. Charge transfer spectra of the Zn27−nCdnO27C42 complexes ranging from 200 nm to 1200 nm: (a) n = 0, (b) n = 1, (c) n = 2,
(d) n = 3, (e) n = 4 and (f ) n = 7, respectively. Black solid lines denoted as TS correspond to the total absorption spectra of the
considered systems. Horizontal arrow in the figure legend indicates the direction of the charge transfer between selected fragments.
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to the ZnCdO part. It was also found that the com-
plexes with odd number of Cd atoms exhibit improved
intramolecular charge transfer compared to those with
even number of substituting Cd atoms, probably due to
the non-uniform electron density distribution. This pro-
vides a useful tool to realise the ZnO-based broadband
absorber material by adjusting Cd:Zn atomic ratio for
the next-generation applications in photocatalysis and
optoelectronics. The obtained results create prerequi-
sites formore-sophisticated experimental design ofmetal
oxide-carbon-based materials with desired light absorp-
tion ability.
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